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bstract

A novel Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 − δ + LaCoO3 (BSCF + LC) composite oxide was investigated for the potential application as a cathode for
ntermediate-temperature solid-oxide fuel cells based on a Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) electrolyte. The LC oxide was added to BSCF cathode in
rder to improve its electrical conductivity. X-ray diffraction examination demonstrated that the solid-state reaction between LC and BSCF phases
ccurred at temperatures above 950 ◦C and formed the final product with the composition: La0.316Ba0.342Sr0.342Co0.863Fe0.137O3 − δ at 1100 ◦C. The
nter-diffusion between BSCF and LC was identified by the environmental scanning electron microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray examina-
ion. The electrical conductivity of the BSCF + LC composite oxide increased with increasing calcination temperature, and reached a maximum
alue of ∼300 S cm−1 at a calcination temperature of 1050 ◦C, while the electrical conductivity of the pure BSCF was only ∼40 S cm−1. The

mproved conductivity resulted in attractive cathode performance. An area-specific resistance as low as 0.21 � cm2 was achieved at 600 ◦C for the
SCF (70 vol.%) + LC (30 vol.%) composite cathode calcined at 950 ◦C for 5 h. Peak power densities as high as ∼700 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C and
525 mW cm−2 at 600 ◦C were reached for the thin-film fuel cells with the optimized cathode composition and calcination temperatures.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Fuel cells efficiently convert chemical energy to electricity
n a silent and environmentally friendly way. They are believed
o be a promising alternative power source to traditional mobile
nd stationary sources, such as the internal combustion engine
nd coal burning power plants. Among the various kinds of fuel
ells, solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) have the benefits of the high
nergy efficiency and fuel flexibility because of their high oper-
ting temperature. Therefore, they have received considerable

ttention in recent years.

Typical SOFCs are based on the yttira-stabilized zirconia
YSZ) electrolyte and operate at ∼1000 ◦C [1]. Such a high
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perating temperature is beneficial for accelerating the elec-
rode reactions. However, it also introduces several serious
roblems or drawbacks, such as an interfacial reaction between
he electrode and electrolyte to form insulating phase(s), the
ensification of the electrode layer due to high-temperature sin-
ering, possible crack formation due to the mismatch of thermal
xpansion coefficient (TEC) of the cell components and the
equirement of high-cost La(Ca)CrO3 as the interconnect mate-
ial [2]. The decrease of operating temperature would result in
educing reactivity between the cell components and therefore an
mprovement of fuel cell stability. Furthermore, much cheaper
etallic interconnects and more flexible glass gasket sealants
ay be applied [3,4]. Therefore, there is a general tendency
or SOFCs towards a reduced operating temperature (<800 ◦C)
5–9]. However, the decrease of operating temperature leads to

significant decrease in electrode activity, especially for the
athode [10–13]. As a result, the conventional SOFC cathode,
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trontium-doped lanthanum manganite (LSM), is not suitable
or intermediate-temperature solid-oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFCs)
ue to its low activity below 800 ◦C.

Nowadays, there are growing interests in developing an
mproved performance cathode for IT-SOFCs [14–20]. Promis-
ng candidates are normally based on the mixed oxygen ionic
nd electronic conducting oxides, such as Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3 − δ

SSC) and La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 − δ (LSCF) [21–25]. The
ixed conductivity extends the active oxygen reduction site

rom the typical electrolyte-electrode-gas triple-phase bound-
ry to the entire exposed cathode surface, therefore greatly
educing the cathode polarization at low operating temperatures.
ery recently, Shao and Haile [26] reported a mixed conducting
a0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3 − δ (BSCF) oxide as a potential cathode
aterial for Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC)-electrolyte based IT-SOFCs.
he application of BSCF as a cathode material has attracted a

ot of attention [27–31]. Although very promising results were
eported, some disadvantages of the BSCF cathode may include
he high TEC and the low electrical conductivity. A TEC as large
s 21–24 × 10−6 K−1 and a conductivity of only 40–60 S cm−1

nder air is reported [32,33]. A high electrical conductivity is
mportant for the efficient current collection and the decrease
f ohmic polarization resistance, while the correct TEC of the
athode is also important for compatibility with the electrolyte.
ixed conducting oxides usually have a higher TEC than the

lectrolyte. The strategy of using a composite oxide by mixing it
ith a second phase is frequently applied to reduce the TEC and

ncrease the cathode performance of the SSC and LSCF cath-
des, such as SSC + SDC and LSCF + Gd0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (GDC)
13,34]. The performance of the BSCF + SDC has also been
eported recently [26,31]. However, no significant improve-
ent in fuel cell performance was observed, because BSCF

y itself is a high oxygen ionic conductor. This is very dif-
erent from the cases of the SSC or LSCF based cathodes
13,26,34]. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity decreased
ith the formation of a BSCF + SDC composite oxide due to the
ure ionic conductivity of the SDC. An increase of the ohmic
olarization from the cathode layer and the decrease of current
ollecting efficiency may be experienced for the BSCF + SDC
athode.

In this study, LaCoO3 (LC), a high electrical conduct-
ng oxide with a reported electrical conductivity as high as
000 S cm−1 [35], was investigated as the second phase to form
new BSCF + LC composite cathode for IT-SOFCs. LC oxide
as negligible oxygen ionic conductivity as compared to BSCF
t reduced temperatures, so the introduction of LC would then
ecrease the overall oxygen ionic conductivity. However, a vol-
me percent of ∼28–36% is usually required for the formation
f a percolating LC phase [25], therefore, throughout this study
0 vol.% LC, otherwise mentioned, was applied in BSCF + LC
omposite oxide.

The BSCF + LC composite oxide was prepared and the opti-
um firing temperature of the cathode layer was investigated
y X-ray diffraction (XRD), electrical conductivity, cell perfor-
ance, environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM)

nd energy dispersive X-ray (EDX), and AC impedance mea-
urements.
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. Experimental

.1. Cathode powder preparation

Phase-pure BSCF and LC oxide powders were synthesized
y a sol–gel method in which the appropriate amounts of metal
itrates served as the metal sources and a combination of EDTA
nd citric acid as the complexing agents [36]. Mild heating under
tirring, induced the gelation of the mixed solution. The resulting
els were pre-treated at 250 ◦C for 12 h to remove the organics,
nd then calcined under stagnant air at 900 ◦C for 5 h to obtain
he final products.

.2. Fuel-cell fabrication

A symmetrical cell with the configuration of:
lectrode|SDC|electrode was used for the impedance studies.
ense SDC pellets of 12 mm in diameter and 0.8 mm in

hickness were prepared by dry pressing and sintered under
ir at 1350 ◦C for 5 h. To prepare the composite electrode,
he BSCF and LC oxide powders with the volume ratio of
0:30 were first dispersed in a pre-mixed solution of glycerol,
thylene glycol and isopropyl alcohol to form a colloidal
uspension by high-energy ball milling (Fritsch Pulverisettle
) at the rotation rate of 400 rpm for 0.5 h. The obtained slurry
as painted symmetrically on both surfaces of the SDC pellet,

ollowed by calcined at 950–1100 ◦C for 5 h under stagnant air.
he cathodes were named, for example, as BSCF + LC30-950,
hich means the cathode was consisted of 70 vol.% BSCF and
0 vol.% LC and fired at 950 ◦C. The silver paste was painted
nto the electrode surface as the current collector.

Anode-supported cells with SDC as electrolyte were pre-
ared using a co-pressing technique. Anode powders consisted
f 60 wt.% NiO and 40 wt.% SDC were prepared by mixing NiO
nd SDC in an agate mortar. To fabricate the single cell, the well-
ixed NiO-SDC powder was firstly pressed as a substrate, SDC

owder was then added onto the substrate and pressed again to
orm a bi-layer pellet. The bi-layer pellets were then fired under
tagnant air at 1350 ◦C for 5 h for the densification of the elec-
rolyte layer. The BSCF + LC based slurry was painted onto the
entral surface of the electrolyte and fired at 950 or 1000 ◦C for
h under air. The resulting coin-shape cathode had a thickness
f 10–20 �m and an effective area of 0.72 cm2.

.3. Single cell test

I–V polarization curves were collected using a Keithley 2420
ource meter based on the four-probe configuration. Three per-
ent H2O humidified H2 at a flow rate of 80 ml min−1 (STP)
as fed into the anode chamber as fuel and air into the cathode

hamber as oxidant gas. Gas flow rates were controlled by mass
ow controllers. Ag paste was adopted as the current collector.
.4. Electrochemical impedance test

The electrode performance was investigated with a symmet-
ical cell or complete cell configuration by the AC impedance
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ig. 1. XRD patterns of BSCF, LC, LBSCF and BSCF + LC calcined at various
emperatures.

ethod using an electrochemical workstation Solartron 1287
otentiostat and a 1260A frequency response analyzer. The fre-
uency range applied was from 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz with a signal
mplitude of 10 mV under open cell voltage (OCV) conditions.
he overall impedance data were fitted by a complex non-linear

east square (CNLS) fitting program in ZView 2.9b software.

.5. Other characterizations

X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 Advance) patterns were
sed to analyze the chemical compatibilities against high tem-
erature. The microscopic features of the prepared electrodes
ere characterized using an Environmental Scanning Electron
icroscopy (ESEM, QUANTA-2000) equipped with an energy

ispersive X-ray (EDX) attachment. The specific surface areas
f the samples were characterized by N2 adsorption using a
ELSORP II instrument at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
lectrical conductivity was measured by the four-probe DC tech-
ique, using Ag paste as electrodes. The current and the voltage
ere detected by the Keithley 2420 source meter at intervals of
◦C over a temperature range of 300–900 ◦C.

. Results and discussion

Cobalt-based perovskites usually have a high reactivity. The

olid-state reaction between LC and BSCF phases was first
nvestigated. As shown in Fig. 1, pure-phase BSCF and LC
xides had a cubic and a rhombohedral perovskite structure,
espectively. After calcination at 950 ◦C for 5 h under air, the

c
t
p
o

able 1
DX results for BSCF + LC composite calcined at various temperatures

(◦C) Metal elements in fine particles (at%)

Sr Ba La Fe Co

950 4.69 5.02 14.2 2.46 22.32
000 7.52 8.42 12.6 3.73 26.68
050 7.01 6.15 7.07 2.87 16.14
100 – – – – –
ources 168 (2007) 330–337

SCF + LC composite oxide still displayed mainly a physical
ixture of the LC and BSCF oxides, based on the XRD results.
his suggests that a solid-state reaction between BSCF and LC
hases was relatively weak at 950 ◦C. With increase of calcina-
ion temperature to 1000 ◦C, the diffraction peak (around 32◦)
f BSCF at mirror index (1 1 0) was significantly broadened as
ompared to fresh BSCF, and the two diffraction peaks at mir-
or index of (1 1 0) and (1 0 4) for the rhombohedral perovskite
tructure of LC merged into one broad peak. This suggests that
certain degree of reaction might have happened between the
SCF and LC phases at 1000 ◦C. The solid-state reaction is usu-
lly via the inter-diffusion between the adjacent two phases. At
calcination temperature of 1000 ◦C, the inter-diffusion should
e limited and a compositional gradient across the interface is
ikely built, which may be the cause of the broadening of the
iffraction peaks for the BSCF and LC. With further increase in
he calcination temperature to 1050 ◦C, the peak intensity of the
SCF and LC phases was significantly reduced, while a new
ubic perovskite phase with a lattice constant of a = 3.879 Å
as formed. When the calcination temperature was 1100 ◦C,

he BSCF and LC phases totally disappeared, and the final
roduct was composed only of the new perovskite-structured
xide with a = 3.879 Å. It is well known that perovskite struc-
ure is flexible enough to adopt a wide range of metal ions in its

and B sites. Based on their ionic radius sizes, La3+, Ba2+

nd Sr2+ occupied the A-site of the perovskite while cobalt
nd iron ions occupied the B-site. Because of the unit for the
ole ratio of (La, Ba, Sr) to (Co, Fe) in BSCF + LC compos-

te, the complete reaction between BSCF (70 vol.%) and LC
30 vol.%) was likely to form a perovskite with the final com-
osition of La0.316Ba0.342Sr0.342Co0.863Fe0.137O3 − δ (LBSCF).
his assumption was indicated by the SEM-EDX examination
f the 1100 ◦C calcined composite oxide, and also supported
y the successful synthesis of a pure phase perovskite with the
arget composition of LBSCF.

The surface morphologies and micro-composition of BSCF,
C and BSCF + LC composite oxide calcined at various tem-
eratures are shown in Fig. 2 and the corresponding EDX
esults are listed in Table 1. BSCF had a primary particle size
f 1–2 �m (Fig. 2A), much larger than that of LC, which is
00–200 nm (Fig. 2B). A BET surface area measurement shows
hat BSCF had a low surface area of 0.25 m2 g−1, as compared
o 4.0 m2 g−1 for LC. Fig. 2C demonstrates that the physi-

ally mixed BSCF + LC composite oxide is characterized by
he fine LC particles surrounding the surface of a BSCF large
article. For the BSCF + LC composite oxide calcined at 950
r 1000 ◦C for 5 h, their morphologies did not change signifi-

Metal elements in coarse particles (at%)

Sr Ba La Fe Co

9.13 8.72 3.83 3.74 18.92
8.24 7.98 5.57 3.66 15.52
9.15 8.77 6.85 3.44 16.95
9.13 8.68 8.38 4.14 21.92
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Fig. 2. SEM images of the BSCF (A), LC (B), BSCF + LC mixture (C) and

antly from the fresh one; however, the attachment of LC to the
SCF surface was obviously improved. The EDX results of the
50 ◦C calcined sample demonstrated that the fine particles were
ainly composed of La and Co and oxygen. However, small

oncentrations of Ba, Sr and Fe elements were also detected
emonstrating the inter-diffusion of BSCF into the lattice struc-
ure of LC. The big particles were mainly composed of Ba, Sr,
o, Fe and O. However, La was also detected in those parti-
les demonstrating the diffusion of LC into the BSCF lattice.
or the 1050 ◦C calcined sample, the amount of the large-
ize grains decreased substantially. EDX examination showed
hat the compositional difference of the different zones was

ecreased as compared to the lower temperature calcined sam-
les (950 and 1000 ◦C). However, some BSCF-enriched and
C-enriched zones were still detected. For the 1100 ◦C calcined
ample, all the zones showed the homogeneous composition

i
q
P
o

F + LC calcined at 950 ◦C (D), 1000 ◦C (E), 1050 ◦C (F) and 1100 ◦C (G).

f LBSCF within the experimental error, which indicates the
omplete reaction between BSCF and LC.

The electrical conductivities of BSCF, LC and BSCF + LC
omposite oxide calcined at various temperatures for 5 h under
ir, are shown in Fig. 3. Due to the reaction between BSCF and
C at high temperature, we were not able to obtain a dense sin-

ering body of the composite oxide. The measured porosity of
he sintering bar for BSCF + LC composite oxide at 950, 1000
nd 1050 ◦C was 13.1%, 12.0% and 14.3%, respectively. The
onductivity of BSCF + LC composite reported here was the
djusted value by taking account of the porosity. LC reached a
aximum conductivity of ∼685 S cm−1 at around 450 ◦C, sim-
lar to that reported by Mineshige et al. for a high temperature
uenched LC sample [37], but smaller than that reported by
etrov et al. [38]. BSCF + LC composite oxide had an obvi-
usly improved electrical conductivity as compared to the single
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or surface oxygen diffusion process (R2). An increase in both
the charge transfer polarization resistance and the oxygen dis-
sociation/surface oxygen diffusion polarization resistance was

Table 2
Results of fitting EIS of BSCF and BSCF + LC composite cathodes measured at
600 ◦C

Electrode Rohm R1 CPE1 R2 CPE2

T1 P1 T2 P2
ig. 3. The electrical conductivities of BSCF, LC and BSCF + LC composite
alcined at various temperatures for 5 h under air.

SCF oxide, especially at lower operating temperatures. The
igher the calcination temperature of the BSCF + LC compos-
te oxide, the higher the conductivity showed. A maximum
onductivity of ∼300 S cm−1 at the operating temperature of
300 ◦C for BSCF-LC30-1050 was observed. For the BSCF-
C30-950 and BSCF-LC30-1000, the conductivities increased
rstly with the increase of operating temperature, reached a
aximum at an operating temperature of ∼365 and ∼305 ◦C,

espectively, and then decreased with the further increase of
perating temperature. While for BSCF-LC30-1050, the con-
uctivity monotonically decreased with the increase of operating
emperature. The conductivity of composite oxide is closely
elated with the mixing state and the possible reaction between
he two phases. It was reported that the electrical conductivity
or La1−xSrxCoO3 − δ (LSC) increased with the increase of Sr
oping concentration at x < 0.4 [38]. The reaction between BSCF
nd LC led to the incorporation of Ba2+/Sr2+ into the structure of
C, therefore, resulting in the increase of the conductivity of the
C phase. The diffusion of LC into BSCF also increased the con-
uctivity of BSCF phase, as supported by the higher conductivity
f La0.3Ba0.35Sr0.35Co0.86Fe0.14O3 − δ (LBSCF) than BSCF
rom Fig. 3. With the increase of the calcination temperature,
he solid-state reaction between BSCF and LC phases increased,
herefore, an increase of the electrical conductivity was observed
or BSCF + LC composite oxide. The temperature dependence
f the conductivity for LSC was found to change from first
ncrease and then decrease with temperature at low Sr2+ con-
entration in LSC, and then to monotonically decrease with
emperature at x ≥ 0.25 (La1 − xSrxCoO3 − δ) [37]. Because of the

uch higher electronic conductivity of LC than BSCF, the elec-
rical conductivity of the composite oxide was contributed more
ignificantly from the LC phase. With the increase of calcination
emperature, more significant diffusion of BSCF into LC phase
ccured, and explained the observed phenomena of increased
onductivity of the BSCF + LC composite oxide with increase of

alcination temperature. The decreased conductivity for LBSCF
s compared to the composite oxide calcined at 1050 ◦C and was
ikely caused by excessive Sr doping and the blocking effect of
a2+ to the ambipolar transporting of electrons.

B
B
B

ig. 4. Nyquist plots of EIS for BSCF, BSCF (70 vol.%) + LC (30 vol.%) and
SCF (50 vol.%) + LC (50 vol.%) at 600 ◦C.

The cathode performance for the BSCF, LC and BSCF + LC
omposite oxide calcined at 950 ◦C was then investigated by the
C impedance spectroscopy based on a symmetrical cell config-
ration under asymmetric air atmosphere. The Nyquist plots of
he electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) for BSCF, BSCF-
C30-950 and BSCF-LC50-950 at 600 ◦C are shown in Fig. 4.
s discussed by previous workers [30], the high-frequency inter-

ept of the impedance spectrum gives the ohmic resistance of
he cell (Rohm), which includes the resistive contributions of the
lectrolyte, the two electrodes, the current collectors and the lead
ires. In this study, the ohmic resistance of the two electrodes,

he current collectors and the lead wires was reasonably con-
idered to be negligible. The low-frequency intercept gives the
otal resistance (Rohm + Rp), which includes the ohmic resistance
f the cell, concentration polarization (mass-transfer or gas-
iffusion polarization) resistance and the effective interfacial
olarization resistance associated with the electrochemical reac-
ions at the electrode-electrolyte interface. The ohmic resistance
Rohm) and the total interfacial polarization resistance of the cell
ere extracted by fitting the impedance spectra to an equiva-

ent circuit with a configuration of Rohm(R-CPE)HF(R-CPE)LF.
he simulation data are shown in Table 2. The resistance at

he high frequency may reflect the charge transfer (R1), and
he lower frequency arc of the oxygen dissociation and bulk
SCF 1.126 0.008 5.772 0.971 0.064 0.129 0.744
SCF-LC50-950 1.201 0.029 0.021 0.905 0.169 0.048 0.847
SCF-LC50-1000 1.143 0.087 0.104 0.650 0.335 0.070 0.881
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thin-film SDC electrolyte (∼30 �m) with BSCF-LC30 compos-
ite oxide as cathode was built. I–V curves for the cells using 3%
water humidified hydrogen was tested and the results are shown
ig. 5. Arrhenius plots of ASRs for BSCF, LC and BSCF + LC (70:30) and
SCF + LC (50:50) cathodes calcined at 950 ◦C.

bserved with the increase of LC doping concentration, coin-
ided with the fact of worse cathode performance of LC than
SCF. The temperature dependence of the area specific resis-

ances (ASRs) of BSCF, SCF-LC30-950 and SCF-LC50-950
re shown in Fig. 5. As compared to the pure BSCF cathode, the
erformance of the BSCF + LC composite cathode decreased
lightly. As a whole, BSCF + LC composite cathode still dis-
layed very promising results, for example, an ASR as low as
.21 and 0.43 � cm2 was obtained (at 600 ◦C) for the 30 and
0 vol.% LC contained BSCF + LC composite cathodes calcined
t 950 ◦C for 5 h, respectively.

Based on the XRD results, the calcination temperature had
ignificant effect on the phase reaction between LC and BSCF.
he influence of calcination temperature on the cathode per-

ormance of BSCF-LC30 oxide was then investigated, and the
esults are shown in Fig. 6. It was found that the 950 and
000 ◦C calcined samples showed the similar cathode perfor-

ance, while the increase of calcination temperature from 1000

o 1050 ◦C resulted in the slight increase of the ASRs. The
urther increase of calcination temperature to 1100 ◦C resulted
n the sharp increase of the ASRs. Based on the results in

ig. 6. Arrhenius plots of ASRs for BSCF + LC composite cathodes calcined at
arious temperatures.

F
(

ources 168 (2007) 330–337 335

igs. 1 and 2, the phase reaction at calcination temperature of
50 and 1000 ◦C was only limited. The inter-diffusion of BSCF
nd LC resulted in the limited incorporation of LC and BSCF
o each other. The incorporation of BSCF into LC resulted in
n increase of the oxygen reduction properties of LC due to
he creation of oxygen vacancy in the LC lattice and also the
ncrease of overall electrical conductivity of the cathode, while
he incorporation of LC into BSCF resulted in the decrease oxy-
en reduction activity of BSCF. The best calcination temperature
ould be an overall balance for the performance of the BSCF

nd LC phases in the BSCF + LC composite, which should be
round 950–1000 ◦C in this study. For a calcination tempera-
ure of 1050 ◦C or higher, however, the reaction between BSCF
nd LC was so seriously, the deterioration of the performance
or the BSCF phase was more significantly than the improve-
ent from the LC phase, therefore, a decrease in overall cathode

erformance was observed.
Therefore, the calcination temperature of 950 and 1000 ◦C

as then selected for the fabrication of whole cells for I–V polar-
zation study. Complete fuel cells of Ni + SDC anode supported
ig. 7. I–V and I–W curves of the single cells with the cathodes fired at 950 ◦C
A) and 1000 ◦C (B).
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ig. 8. Impedance spectra for single cells with BSCF + LC composite cathodes
red at 950 ◦C (A) and 1000 ◦C (B).

n Fig. 7. Both fuel cells displayed attractive performances. A
eak power density as high as ∼700 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C, and
525 mW cm−2 at 600 ◦C was achieved for the 950 ◦C calcined

ne. At higher operating temperatures, the fuel cell with the
50 ◦C calcined cathode shows slightly better performance than
he 1000 ◦C calcined one. While at a low operating tempera-
ure, such difference was negligible. The corresponding EIS are
hown in Fig. 8. The electrode polarization resistance from the
IS shown here are included for both the anode and cathode
olarizations. Even at a low operating temperature of 550 ◦C, the
hmic resistance still dominated the cell resistance both for the
50 and 1000 ◦C calcined samples. Therefore, a reduction of the
lectrolyte resistance by further reducing the electrolyte thick-
ess or increasing the electrolyte conductivity with improved
reparation techniques or increasing the raw material purity
ould substantially increase of the fuel cell performance.

. Conclusion
A new BSCF + LC composite cathode is reported for poten-
ial application in IT-SOFCs. LC oxide was added as a high
lectrically conducting phase to improve the performance of the
SCF cathode. A solid-state reaction between LC and BSCF

[
[

[

ources 168 (2007) 330–337

as observed above 950 ◦C. A new phase with the composi-
ion of La0.316Ba0.342Sr0.342Co0.863Fe0.137O3 − δ with a lattice
arameter of 3.789 Å was formed at 1100 ◦C. The inter diffu-
ion between the BSCF and LC phases was identified by the
EM-EDX results. The electrical conductivity of BSCF + LC

ncreased with the increase of the calcination temperature and
eached a maximum of ∼300 S cm−1 at 1050 ◦C. The improved
onductivity resulted in attractive cathode performance for IT-
OFCs. An ASR as low as 0.21 � cm2 was obtained at 600 ◦C
or the 30 vol.% LC contained BSCF + LC composite cathode
alcined at 950 ◦C for 5 h (BSCF-LC30-950). A peak power den-
ity as high as ∼700 mW cm−2 at 650 ◦C, and ∼525 mW cm−2

t 600 ◦C was achieved for a fuel cell with a BSCF-LC30-950
athode. All the above results suggest a potential application of
he BSCF + LC composite oxide as the cathode in IT-SOFCs.
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